
ready-made saunas



Made in Estonia

A long love affair with the sauna

The sauna tradition in Estonia dates back to the 13th
century, and the Estonian smoke sauna is on the UNESCO
Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of
Humanity. 



“Brand communications create
enduring memory structures
that increase the base level of
demand and reduce price
sensitivity. Sales activation
triggers these memories and
converts them efficiently into
immediate sales.“

Les Binet

“Inspired by the experience of my
grandparents 100-year old smoke sauna, I
wanted to create an innovative solution that
combines the best features of an authentic
sauna with modern technology, enabling a
pleasantly mild and relaxing sauna experience
without painfully scorching steam.”

Andrus Vare
Thermal Engineer and The Creator of Saunum



Saunum's mission is to encourage more
and more people to discover the sauna
as an exceptionally pleasant and
relaxing way to maintain their health.

Developing smart, safe, high-quality and healthy
sauna solutions that are characterized by modern
design, functionality and a pleasantly simple user
experience is a subject close to our hearts.



Your head and shoulder level is
really hot, but your feet are left cold 

The steam burning the skin makes the sauna 
session quite unpleasant. The lack of oxygen, burning steam
and uneven temperature may cause headaches, tired feeling
and lead to body stress.

THE UPPER AIR
LAYERS ARE 
TOO HOT 

THE LOWER AIR
LAYERS ARE 
TOO COLD



At Saunum, we’re pioneering
a new era of quality for the sauna

the biggest revolution in sauna technology in 70 years

innovative, patented technology based on years of scientific research

a uniquely healthy sauna microclimate 

a deeply relaxing, full-body sauna experience

turn your sauna into a home spa



Innovative technology

Patented Air-Blending
System

Saunum’s patented Air-Blending System
distributes the steam more evenly from head to
toe, creating a soft and balanced climate within
the sauna where it’s easier to breathe and
healthy negative salt ions are added to the air.



A balanced sauna climate

Tried and tested* for 
a more even temperature

Saunum solves one of the main problems with
traditional steam saunas: uneven temperature
distribution. Our patented air-blending system
ensures a more even temperature from head to toe.

With Saunum
climate function:

80 °C / 176 °F TRADITIONAL NORDIC SAUNA

Head level           108 °C / 226.4 °F                    91 °C / 195.8 °F 

Foot level             27 °C / 80.6 °F                       65 °C / 149 °F

Without
climate
function:

Difference            81 °C / 177.8 °F                       26 °C / 78.8 °F

* Development work in cooperation with Tallinn University of Technology, during which thermal
stratification and air movement in the sauna were analyzed. 



Unique benefits

A much more rewarding sauna
experience

Saunum’s devices allow you to enjoy a traditional hot sauna – and
thanks to the climate control system, you can relax there for even
longer. 
The softer steam is easier to breathe, meaning water can be thrown
more often to increase steam yield and air humidity, ensuring a more
intense sweat.

Traditional
steam sauna

Long, mild
steam

Easy to
breathe

No cold feet Suitable 
for the whole

family



My home spa

A tranquil 5-in-1 
home spa solution

With their unique climate control system, Saunum devices transform
your sauna into a peaceful five-in-one home spa that delivers an
unprecedented steam experience. 

Traditional
steam sauna

Humid,
steam-rich

sauna 

Mild,
relaxing
sauna

Sauna
enriched

with salt ions

Aroma-
therapy
sauna



Know-how

Skillful work by accomplished sauna
masters

Our saunas are hand-crafted in Estonia by skilled, meticulous and
diligent carpenters with years of experience. To ensure best-in-class
quality, we use modern workshop techniques and carefully selected
materials, paying close attention to the finest details. 

 



High quality

Durable materials

Saunum products are made with tested and high quality materials that
are able to withstand harsh conditions. Our heaters are a durable and
long-lasting choice for all heating 
 



Sustainability

A love of the 
sauna – and nature

Our saunas make use of sustainable materials and efficient
production methods with minimal waste.
 



Customizability

Tailor-made projects 
available

Create your own sauna with multiple color, material and design options and
technological features to choose from. 

If you have your own design in mind, just let us know.
We’re more than happy to build your dream sauna and home spa!
 



Portability

Simply place your sauna
wherever you want it

Our outdoor saunas have special hooks* for easy lifting with a crane,
and they can also be moved with a forklift.

 

* available with the Saunum AirCube series



Saunum AirCube One
Minimalist appearance, relaxing interior



External dimensions (depth x width x height) 2.4 x 2.8 x 2.48 m
7.87 x 9.19 x 8.14 ft

Capacity with standard I-shaped bench 4–5 users

 Saunum AirCube One
Minimalist appearance, relaxing interior



Saunum AirCube Space
Modern design, modern features



 Saunum AirCube Space
Modern design, modern features

External dimensions (depth x width x height) 2.4 x 2.8 x 2.48 m
7.87 x 9.19 x 8.14 ft

Capacity with standard I-shaped bench 4–5 users



Saunum AirCube Terrace
Sauna and home spa with terrace



 Saunum AirCube Terrace
Sauna and home spa with terrace

External dimensions (depth x width x height) 2.8 x 2.4 x 2.48 m
9.19 x 7.87 x 8.14 ft

Capacity with standard I-shaped bench 4–5 users



Technical information

Outdoor cladding Thermopine, hidden fixings

Front Windows and door with wooden
frames (colour: walnut)

Glass Double, tempered

Insulation Mineral wool

Roof
Protan SE 1,2 mm (PVC). Resistant to
high and low temperatures,
durable when exposed to UV light.

Lights 4 interior LED lights + outdoor LED
lights

Weight (Forced ventilation, floor
drain system, gutter, roof tiles

≈ 1700 kg
≈ 3750 lb



Saunum AirCube Classic
Classic styling, functional Nordic design



 Saunum AirCube Classic
Classic styling, functional Nordic design

External dimensions (depth x width x height) 2.1 x 2.4 x 2.48 m
6.89 x 7.87 x 8.14 ft

Capacity with standard I-shaped bench 3–4 users



Technical information

Outdoor cladding Finely sawn spruce

Exterior finish Anthracite

Interior Alder

Glass Double glazed, tempered

Flooring PVC

Lights LED strips behind backrest and beneath upper bench

Weight ≈ 1250 kg
≈ 2760 lb



The Sauna
of the Next
Century

saunum.com

https://saunum.com/

